Why should you use Monitor® Bulldog and Snappy Pitless Adapters?

- Bulldog and Snappy support 1000 lbs.
- Bulldog and Snappy gaskets and O-rings are significantly larger and seal better.
- Bulldog and Snappy are system pressure tested to 250 psi.
- Nearly 30% MORE BRASS used in overall construction of Bulldog.
- Bulldog hinge pin secured with stainless cotter pin, rather than press fit.
- AWC tappings available on Snappy pitless adapter.
- Bulldog and Snappy conform to PAS-97(2012) code requirements.
- Bulldog Pitless contains less than 0.25% lead as required by NSF/ANSI 372.

- Baker Manufacturing, Monitor Division is a MWWA and NGWA member and attends every convention. In addition, each year we co-sponsor the NGWA Washington DC Fly-In.
- Since 1873, Baker Monitor has been committed to providing our customers with product that is second to none in the water well industry.

Contact Monitor at:
1-800-356-5130
www.bakerwatersystems.com
monitor@baker-mfg.com